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Open disclosure is the '...open discussion of incidents that result in harm to 
a patient while receiving health care'.1 _
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I
n contrast to as little  as a decade ago, open disclosure 
is now regularly the subject o f government policies, 
professional conferences and academic publications.2 
Open disclosure has been advocated since the 
late 1980s for a variety o f reasons, includ ing 
organisational and legal risk management considerations 
and, more recently, the need to show respect for the feelings 
and d ign ity o f victim s of adverse events.3 This article

examines the insurance and other legal im plications o f open 
disclosure in  Australia.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF OPEN DISCLOSURE IN 
AUSTRALIA
Open disclosure entered the national policy agenda as one 
dimension o f improved clinical incident management, in  a 
climate o f new awareness of the frequency of adverse events »
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and a national litigation crisis.4 The 
Australian Open Disclosure Standard 
(the Standard) was published in 
2003 ,5 following endorsement by the 
Australian Health Ministers’ Conference.
The intention of the Standard is to 
facilitate more consistent and effective 
communication after adverse events.
It describes the elements of open 
disclosure as: an expression of regret, a 
factual explanation of what happened, 
consequences of the event, and the steps 
being taken to manage the event and 
prevent recurrence.6 Since publication of 
the Standard, states have begun to create 
supportive policy.7

A SUMMARY OF THE MAIN 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF OPEN 
DISCLOSURE
According to the Medical Indemnity Industry Association 
of Australia (MIIAA),8 where an obvious mistake has been 
made, members might expect the following advice from their 
medical defence organisation (MDO):
• engage with the patient in discussing the adverse event 

in a timely manner;
• provide the patient with the known facts on how the 

incident occurred and what the consequences are for the 
patient -  do not speculate; particularly on causation;

• apologise for what has occurred;
• investigate the incident thoroughly;
• reassure the patient that appropriate steps are being 

taken to ensure that the error doesn’t happen again;
• feed back findings to the patient; and
• document the process.
Although in line with the Standard,9 implementing such 
advice is more complex than it first appears, because several 
legal issues impact upon open disclosure. In the context 
of insurance, the main legal issue is the potential for open 
disclosure to trigger an admission clause in the insurance 
contract. This possibility arises for three main reasons.
First, state and territory apology laws provide inconsistent 
protections to expressions of regret and admission of 
responsibility. Secondly, despite apology laws existing in all 
states and territories, there is a lack of awareness among 
clinicians about their existence. Thirdly, clinicians feel 
unprotected because qualified privilege laws do not apply to 
information conveyed in the open disclosure process.

As many of the legal issues relating to open disclosure 
have not been tested by the courts, there is little guidance 
for health service-providers and professionals through the 
legal complexities of conducting open disclosure. As a 
result, in a fault-based legal system, healthcare organisations 
and clinical staff find themselves in a challenging situation, 
having to discuss adverse events with victims and offer 
apologies. In essence, open disclosure confronts healthcare 
staff with tensions between openness about what went 
wrong and vulnerability to legal action by victims and/or

their families. Some of the main legal 
issues impacting upon open disclosure 
are discussed below.

Admission clauses
Many insurance contracts contain a 
clause that prevents the insured from 
making an admission, or an admission 
of liability, or from compromising 
a claim without the consent of the 
insurer. Such a clause is known as an 
‘admissions and compromises’ clause. In 
many cases, an insurance contract will 
provide that the insurer may refuse to 
pay the claim in respect of certain acts 
(including, for example, breach of an 
admissions and compromises clause).
An apology admitting fault made in the 
course of an open disclosure process 

may therefore be perceived as triggering the admissions 
clause and result in the insurer refusing to indemnify and/or 
provide legal representation or assistance in relation to any 
court or other proceedings arising from the incident.

The problem with admissions clauses arguably stems from 
the degree of ambiguity and inconsistency in the application 
of apology laws to open disclosure.

Apology laws
The Standard mandates that an ‘expression of regret’ -  
defined as ‘an expression of sorrow for the harm experienced 
by the patient’ -  be given to the victim of the adverse 
event.10 All Australian states and territories have apology 
legislation in place to protect statements of apology or regret 
made after ‘incidents’ from subsequent use in various legal 
contexts.11

However, the scope of protection provided in the 
legislation in each jurisdiction varies. A basic ‘I am sorry’ 
will be protected in most circumstances in all jurisdictions. 
However, an apology including admission of responsibility 
is protected only in the ACT and NSW 12 Also, the legislation 
varies in relation to the protection given to whether the 
apology is relevant to any determination of fault and liability 
and whether it is admissible as such.13 This is similar to the 
position in America, where most US states with apology 
legislation protect only the expression of regret. This has 
led Gallagher and colleagues14 to speculate that apology 
legislation is a useful policy endorsement of open disclosure, 
but will have little influence on promoting open disclosure 
communication. Similarly, Studdert and Richardson15 state 
that, as a shield, Australian apology laws are neither large nor 
thick. Their variability (across jurisdictions) and inherently 
selective nature (in addressing only one element of open 
disclosure -  the expression of regret) limit their reach.

Despite the limited scope of protection, the literature on 
apology16 makes the point that the legal concerns about 
an apology constituting an admission of liability may be 
overstated. Even if an apology constituted an admission 
at the time it was given, legally that admission is not

In addition to the 
inconsistency and 
uncertainty of the 

protections of 
the apology laws, 
qualified privilege 
laws may affect 
open disclosure 

processes.
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conclusive.17 The apology is one piece of evidence that has 
to be weighed up with all the other evidence in the case. It 
is for the courts to find whether, on all the evidence in the 
case, there is or is not legal liability.18 According to Vines,19 
the courts, even outside of legislative protections, have been 
loath to find an apology accepting responsibility as evidence 
of fault in the absence of other evidence.

In addition to the inconsistency and lack of certainty as 
to the protections afforded by the apology laws, qualified 
privilege laws may impact upon open disclosure processes.

Qualified privilege laws
The Commonwealth and all the states and territories have 
enacted legislation that protects from disclosure to third 
parties certain information generated by particular ‘quality 
assurance activities’ and ‘quality assurance committees’.20 The 
quality assurance committee, or its equivalent, is defined as 
a body engaged in quality assurance work and is formally 
declared by the relevant minister as enjoying qualified 
privilege.21

While the qualified privilege legislation is not uniform in 
each jurisdiction, all qualified privilege legislation is based 
on the premise that it is in the public interest that staff 
cannot be forced to divulge information about adverse events 
gathered in the course of these activities. This is to help 
clinicians and the health system to learn from mistakes and 
to ensure that mistakes do not occur again, without the fear 
of legal liability.22

Open disclosure processes are not quality assurance 
committees nor declared quality assurance activities. 
Therefore, the connection between state qualified privilege 
laws and the open disclosure process is relatively weak.23 A 
weakness that, according to Studdert and Richardson,24 cuts 
in two directions: On the one hand, it means that qualified 
privilege laws do not pose major barriers for standard open 
disclosure practice. Indeed, in most jurisdictions, provided 
appropriate pathways for releasing information are followed, 
qualified privilege should not even bar feeding into the open 
disclosure process information that comes out of quality 
assurance and root cause analysis activities.23 On the other 
hand, the corollary of this weak connection is that existing 
qualified privilege laws do not provide robust protections 
over the content of open disclosure conversations.26

Clinicians' and managers' perceptions of apology 
and privilege laws
Given the current status of apology laws and qualified 
privilege laws, it is not surprising that the evaluation of the 
Standard’s implementation in 21 pilot sites demonstrated that 
while supporting open disclosure, clinicians also expressed 
general concern about the uncertainty of legal implications 
of open disclosure.27 Similarly, in a recent survey of 51 
health professionals at the forefront of open disclosure 
practice in Australia, designed to gauge clinicians’ views on 
the medico-legal implications of open disclosure, Studdert, 
Piper and Iedema detected considerable apprehension about 
the liability implications of engaging in open disclosure.28 
Fear of medico-legal consequences was perceived to be the

leading barrier to open disclosure. More than two-thirds 
of participants rejected, or only tepidly supported, the 
proposition that the willingness of health professionals to 
conduct open disclosure is enhanced by existing laws that 
protect the information from use in legal proceedings.29 This 
is despite the fact that there is, as yet, a lack of empirical 
evidence in relation to whether or not open disclosure has 
any impact on litigation for medical negligence.30

More specifically, participants were roughly equally divided 
as to whether apology laws made participants much more or 
more willing to conduct open disclosure (19/51); somewhat 
more willing (14/51); or not more willing (18/51).31 Among 
those in the third group, a majority (14/18) indicated that 
lack of awareness of apology laws was a key inhibiting 
factor. In four states and territories (Western Australia, South 
Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory), a majority 
of participants was unaware that their own jurisdiction had 
apology laws that applied to open disclosure.32 In relation to 
privilege laws, 30/50 participants correctly viewed them as 
having limited or no effect on open disclosure.33

All but four participants in the Studdert et al 
study34 recommended law reforms. The most frequent 
recommendations were the need to bolster existing 
protections by strengthening or clarifying them (23/47), 
particularly qualified privilege laws. The other leading 
recommendation was to improve education and awareness 
of existing laws (11/47).35 »
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THE NEED FOR REFORM
According to Studdert and Richardson,36 there is a strong 
case for law reform. Ideally, those reforms would provide 
strong, clear and reliable protections against use of the 
contents of open disclosure conversations in subsequent 
legal proceedings; clarify that qualified privilege law does 
not obstruct health professionals’ ability to conduct open 
disclosure; be broadly consistent across jurisdictions, and 
be accompanied by an effective outreach effort that educates 
health professionals about what the new laws do.37

CONCLUSION
Open disclosure operates in a legal environment that is 
perceived to be unsupportive by clinicians and managers. 
Generally, clinicians’ and managers’ concerns spring from the 
potential liability affecting medical practitioners and health 
service-providers in the Australian fault-based legal system. 
These concerns are motivated by the uncertain status of the 
apology, the relationship between other investigative 
processes attracting qualified privilege to the disclosure 
process, and the over-arching fault-based philosophy 
underpinning legal thinking in Australia with regard to 
adverse events. If open disclosure is to be successfully 
implemented, it is vital that its legal context supports both 
the victims of adverse events and the healthcare 
professionals involved in such events. ■
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